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most of the action occurs in london. yates and screenwriter steve kloves
(the original harry potter writer) strike the right balance between

suspense, heart-wrenching drama and action, without boring the pants off
us. i wouldnt expect a movie that doesnt have a gun fight, but yates and
kloves know how to build suspense and create tension without going too

over the top. so the action-packed sequences are sometimes exhilarating,
sometimes harrowing and sometimes hilarious. yates also maintains the

tone of the potter series, with a comedic edge that keeps the proceedings
lighthearted even at their most intense. kloves pulls off a similar trick. he

manages to create suspense and tension without making the story feel too
serious. he also delivers a few clever visual jokes that are particularly

funny for fans of the series. one scene of a dog fighting game of wizard
whack-a-mole illustrates voldemorts self-importance when he dies. in his

final moments, voldermort (played by gary oldman) is swarmed with
crows. i found myself wanting to applaud yates and kloves for going in a

different direction. though the film is a sequel, it isnt a sequel to the
original potter movie. it is a sequel to the seventh book, and that means

that we get a slightly different take on harry, ron and hermione. one can't
help but think about the origins of all these brilliant actors who'll be

sharing this screen with radcliffe, grint, and watson. all these actors have
had to grow up in the middle of the harry potter phenomenon. for

instance, emma watson is now a bona fide movie star. although she's
played hermione in the potter films, her character in the book and the film
is far more multifaceted and complicated. she's the best part of the entire

series.
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